44	HOW  CAME  CIVILIZATION?
to believe that genius such as has never emerged in Spain
exists in every Kaffir kraal.
It is a popular belief that 'necessity is the mother of
invention3, but this., like most popular beliefs, is quite untrue.
There is no single invention which can3 with the slightest
degree of probability^ be ascribed to necessity. Let us take
the example given by Tylor, who says (Primitive Culture^
vol. i, p. 67) that 'the art of setting fences to catch fish at the
ebb of the tide., so common among the lower races, is a simple
device for assisting nature quite likely to occur to the savage.,
in whom sharp hunger is no mean ally of dull wits'. It
should be obvious that the making of such a trap involves
forethought and preparation such as is improbable in even
an intelligent person who is suffering from the pangs of
hunger^ and if a hungry man would be unlikely to make it,
how much less likely would a hungry savage be to invent it?
Dull wits are in fact made duller by physical weakness.
Wissler^ again^ says (Man and Culture^ p. 201) that
'the notion sometimes found in books that man tamed the
ox because he was tired of trundling the cart is too naive
to be considered. The yoke was an afterthought^ for man's
first concern was the preservation of his beef supply. . . .
It is far more likely that domestication and agriculture
were born in times of dire necessity^ when the whole tribe
was confronted with a vanishing fauna or flora.'
Yet he had before him the example of the bison. Not only
did the Indians make no attempt to domesticate this animal3
but they slaughtered it in the most ruthless and wasteful
manner.
Nordenskiold believed that the American Indians had
made many inventions, yet he says (J.R.A.L, 1929* p. 284),
*I am afraid that it is not always true that necessity is the
mother of invention. If it were true, then inventions ought

